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IV  Abstract 

Despite the importance of the spike jump in volleyball and the high number of female 

athletes at high level, movement analyses of the volleyball spike jump were mainly conducted 

in male players.  Potential sex-dependent differences were marginally considered in the 

scientific literature and practical training.  The few studies that tackled this problem can, due 

to limitations, only hint on the existence of sex differences in essential movement 

characteristics.  Investigations on factors that determine performance in females are also 

lacking; frequently, performance determinants found in males were assumed to be identical in 

female players.  Consequently, sex-specific training measures to improve technical movement 

characteristics in the volleyball spike jump are not common.  The purpose of this dissertation 

was 1) to investigate sex-specific differences in movement characteristics, 2) to identify 

performance determinants in females, and 3) to implement and assess a specific technical 

training to enhance volleyball spike jump performance in female players. 

One female and one male team (n1=15, n2=15) competing in the highest Austrian 

division were recorded via 12 Vicon MX-13 (250 Hz) cameras, two AMTI force plates 

(2000 Hz), and surface electromyography (2000 Hz) in 5 lower limb muscles.  They 

performed volleyball spike jumps striking a stationary ball and the data was assessed to 

identify sex differences and performance determinants in females.  Based on these findings, a 

specific six-week training intervention was derived and implemented for female players 

(n=12).  Kinematic and kinetic data were obtained during three measurement sessions with six 

weeks between the sessions to allow for a comparison between control and intervention 

phase. 

Significant (p<.05) sex differences were documented in approach, arm and torso 

usage, neuromuscular activation pattern, range of motion and acceleration distances, and the 

strategy to convert horizontal into vertical velocity.  Correlation and regression analyses 

revealed that a majority of these variables affected jump height in females.  A subsequent 

technical-coordinative training intervention that specifically focused on the relevant 

movement characteristics improved jump height by 11.9% during the competitive season.  

The intervention resulted in beneficial adaptations in all measured movement characteristics 

that were not strictly related to strength and power abilities. 

The sex differences corroborated that technical patterns identified on the basis of a 

sample that consists of males only cannot be assumed to be identical in females without any 

further investigation.  The second study showed that several characteristics where differences 
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have been found affected spike jump performance in female players. Therefore, they should 

not be ignored and, instead, addressed in specific training measures. The training intervention 

study reported positive effects of such approach. The training measure applied in this study 

showed to effectively enhance female spike jump performance at high level in a short amount 

of time. However, this training approach requires biomechanical understanding of 

performance determinants from the coach and specific adaptations to the target group.  
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V  Abbreviations 

∆t Time difference 

3D Three dimensional 

CoM Center of mass 

CSA Cross-sectional area 

D Dominant side (right side for right-handed 

players) 

EMG Electromyography 

FIVB Fédération Internationale de Volleyball 

FP1 / FP2 Force plate 1 (=FPF) / Force plate 2 (FPR) 

FPF / FPR Force plate front (=FP1) / Force plate rear 

(FP2) 

GRF Ground reaction force 

ND Non-dominant side (left side for right-handed 

players) 

RFD Rate of force development 

RoM Range of motion 
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1  Introduction 

Volleyball is a popular sport across the globe and represented by 222 affiliated 

federations of the Fédération Internationale de Volleyball worldwide (FIVB, 2019).  It is an 

Olympic sport that, unlike other sports, is played competitively at high levels by both sexes.  

However, volleyball seems to attract females more than males as the number of female 

athletes is higher.  The well-documented statistics by The National Federation of State High 

School Associations (2018) show that 88% of the volleyball competitors at US high school 

level were females. 

In volleyball, two teams play on a court divided in halves by a net in the middle.  The 

goal is to score points by maneuvering the ball over the net so that the opposing team is not 

able to prevent the ball from hitting the ground.  Great ball velocity increases the likelihood to 

score because it reduces the reaction time for the opponent.  With increased ball velocity, the 

trajectory of the ball approximates a straight line rather than a curve.  To spike the ball with 

high velocity (which implies a nearly straight ball trajectory) into the limited opponent’s half 

of the court, it is required to strike the ball when its position is higher than the net.  Moreover, 

higher ball position at the time of striking enlarges the effective field size that the ball can be 

stroke into following a steep trajectory.  This forces the opponent team to cover a wider area 

of the field and makes it more difficult to defend the attack. 

This explains why the spike jump is the most frequently used offensive action and 

considered most decisive for winning matches (Palao, Santos, & Ureña, 2004).  Furthermore, 

it demonstrates the importance of great spike velocity and jump height.  The latter is not only 

relevant in spiking but also in blocking, another key action in volleyball.  Unlike in other 

sports such as soccer where jump height is beneficial but deficits can be compensated by 

adapting the play style (e.g. preferring dribbling or low passes), this is not possible in high 

level volleyball.  In volleyball competition, an offensive player attempts to achieve great jump 

height to ensure various actions and to be less predictable.  That is why jump height is a main 

target in volleyball training (Powers, 1996).  And in fact, both jump height and ball velocity 

are fundamental performance criteria and were found to correlate with overall competition 

level (Forthomme, Croisier, Ciccarone, Crielaard, & Cloes, 2005; Sattler, Hadžic, Derviševic, 

& Markovic, 2015; Ziv & Lidor, 2010). 
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2  Mechanisms of the volleyball spike jump 

The spike jump is a very specific and complex jumping movement influenced by the 

technical skills of the players. It is characterized by the dynamic approach, coordination 

between lower limb extension and arm swing, asymmetric positions and roles of legs and 

arms.  Theory based descriptions in the literature (Tilp, 2003; Viera & Ferguson, 1989; Waite, 

2009), explain the volleyball spike jump as follows:  

The volleyball spike jump starts with an approach to develop horizontal speed.  

A 3-step or 4-step approach is commonly used, depending on the situation and the 

athlete’s preference.  The last two steps are the most essential ones and do not differ 

between the 3- and the 4-step approach.  The orientation (/penultimate) step is a 

powerful and long step that contributes to the horizontal speed.  In the same time, both 

arms swing backwards in a wide range of motion to prepare a dynamic arm swing for 

the actual jump.  The plant (/last) step is short and places one foot parallel to the other.  

Ideally for the upwards acceleration during push-off, the distance between the feet is 

not larger than the width of the hip to allow straight alignment of the legs in vertical 

direction.  Despite parallel placement of the feet, the plant foot is sometimes also 

referred as front foot because of hip rotation during the approach, which prepares the 

actual strike.  This is the reason for asymmetry in feet position and leg functionality in 

the spike jump.  During the orientation step, 

1) the push-off through the non-dominant leg increases horizontal speed, 

2) arm swing is initiated to generate momentum and enhance ground reaction forces, 

3) the torso is inclined and lower limb joint angles (i.e. hips, knees, ankles) decrease, 

which lowers the center of body mass (CoM) and results in a countermovement of the 

body, and 

4) the planted dominant leg reduces horizontal velocity and transfers it into vertical 

direction.  The non-dominant leg contributes to the velocity conversion during the 

plant step (due to the asymmetry in legs, they operate and fulfill this task in different 

fashions). 

As lower limb joint angles decrease and leg extensors get stretched, the 

extensor muscles work eccentrically to stop the horizontal speed and transition into 

subsequent concentric contraction.  This phenomenon is called stretch-shortening-

cycle and leads to higher force levels in the beginning of upwards movement of the 
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CoM and higher impulse to accelerate the body.  The countermovement displaces the 

CoM vertically and, thus, increases the distance of acceleration for the push-off. The 

beginning of the push-off phase is defined as the lowest position of the CoM.  

Experimental research reported proximal-to-distal muscle activation pattern and 

timing of maximal joint velocities of the lower limbs to maximize ground reaction forces and 

jump height (Bobbert & van Ingen Schenau, 1988).  Also the importance of approach speed, 

countermovement, knee angles, and arm swing was observed (Wagner, Tilp, von Duvillard, & 

Müller, 2009). 

During the flight phase, momentum generated in the pelvis and torso contribute to 

great angular velocities in the shoulder flexion and internal rotation, elbow extension, and 

finally to the spike velocity (Wagner et al., 2014). 

Figure 1.  Volleyball spike jump from approach to strike.  The visualization depicts a 

computed 3D-model on the basis of kinematic data of a male right-handed player and the 

calculation of CoM during approach until take-off to derive approach speed and jump height 

via CoM velocity. 

 

Note:  CoM=center of body mass;  dominant=the side of the striking arm. 
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3  Sex differences in performance and technique 

Although jump height is a performance determinant for both females and males, there 

is a difference in jump height between sexes (Alegre, Lara, Elvira, & Aguado, 2009).  

Previous research documented multiple sex-dependent biological differences that affect sports 

performance.  These included body mass, distribution and proportion of skeletal muscles 

(Abe, Brechue, Fujita, & Brown, 1998; Abe, Kearns, & Fukunaga, 2003), muscle size 

(Janssen, Heymsfield, Wang, & Ross, 2000) and cross-sectional area (Häkkinen & Pakarinen, 

1993), muscle morphology (Alegre et al., 2009), pennation angles in the musculus vastus 

lateralis and musculus gastrocnemius medialis (Abián, Alegre, Lara, Rubio, & Aguado, 

2008), and anatomy of the shoulder joint (Merrill, Guzman, & Miller, 2009). 

Figure 2.  Biological sex differences in A) the distribution of muscle cross-sectional area, B) 

glenoid size and shape, C) muscle mass in upper and lower body, and D) muscle architecture 

in the lower limbs. 

 
Note: The figure is a merged adaptation on the basis of visualizations from Abe et al. (2003), 

Alegre et al. (2009), Janssen et al. (2000), and Merrill et al. (2009). 
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Males seem to have some biological advantages in many sports settings.  Hence, some 

authors see the reason for performance differences exclusively in anthropometry and strength 

abilities (Nelson, Thomas, Nelson, & Abraham, 1986; Thomas & French, 1985).  However, 

another possible cause may be technical-coordinative variations of movement characteristics 

between sexes.  These are documented in various basic movements such as walking 

(Chumanov, Wall-Scheffler, & Heiderscheit, 2008; Kerrigan, Todd, & Croce, 1998), running 

(Chiu & Wang, 2007; Ferber, Davis, & Williams III, 2003), and throwing (Chu, Fleisig, 

Simpson, & Andrews, 2009; Liu, Leigh, & Yu, 2009). 

Table 1.  Examples for sex differences in characteristics during basic movements. 

Movement Reference Differences between sexes 

Walking Chumanov et al. (2008) Maximal hip internal rotation and adduction, 

lower limb muscle activation 

Kerrigan et al. (1998) Hip and knee angles, knee moments and power 

Running Chiu and Wang (2007) Tibialis anterior activity, ankle angle 

Ferber et al. (2003) Maximal hip internal rotation and adduction 

Throwing Chu et al. (2009) Stride length, foot placement, 

upper torso/pelvis separation 

Liu et al. (2009) Sequence of shoulder abduction and adduction 

 

This can also be expected in jumping as sex differences in the alignment of hip and 

knee joints were reported and authors assumed that it may affect dynamic movement patterns 

of the lower limbs (Nguyen & Shultz, 2007).  Moreover, sex differences in elastic properties 

of the vastus lateralis tendon-aponeurosis complex affect the force transmission and 

countermovement jump height (Bojsen-Møller, Magnusson, Rasmussen, Kjaer, & Aagaard, 

2005).  In countermovement jumps, females demonstrate less vertical CoM displacement 

during the eccentric and concentric phases (McMahon, Rej, & Comfort, 2017).  The authors 

concluded a differential leg stiffness strategy.  Laffaye, Wagner, and Tombleson (2014) 

confirmed sports-specific differences in ground reaction forces (GRF) between sexes during 

general countermovement jumps.  The temporal structure of jumping (i.e. relative duration of 

phases) showed no sex differences, contrary to the absolute and normalized eccentric rate of 

force development (RFD).  Moreover, correlation results of the duration of the eccentric phase 

and normalized eccentric RFD with jump height differed between sexes.  The data revealed 

sport-specific characteristics in GRF profiles that allowed the authors to classify the data and 
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to associate specific patterns with particular sports.  The researchers derived different clusters 

of GRF profiles for different types of sports.  This corroborates that athletes develop sports-

specific patterns when performing a countermovement jump and implies that jumping must be 

analyzed specifically for different sports.  The patterns observed in this study differed 

between types of sports and also between sexes; and the authors successfully predicted the 

practiced type of sports and sex of an athlete on the basis of GRF characteristics.  Regarding 

sports-specific jumping tasks, sex differences in movement characteristics were found in 

soccer (Yu et al., 2005) and volleyball (Chen, Huang, & Shih, 2011).  Chen et al. (2011) 

suggested that technical aspects such as approach speed, knee angles, and upper body lean 

may limit female spike jump performance in volleyball.  Sattler et al. (2015) also analyzed 

volleyball spike jumps and detected potential improvement in the female arm swing, which is 

considered to affect jump height (Lees, Vanrenterghem, & De Clercq, 2004).  As Ikeda, 

Sasaki, Sorimachi, and Hamano (2017) reported, multiple of these variables relate with 

female jump height. 
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4  Training intervention 

Sex-specific training is a corollary of the sex differences observed in biology, 

movement patterns, and performance.  Traditional strength and power training is the most 

frequently applied option to increase jump performance in volleyball (Powers, 1996; Ziv & 

Lidor, 2010).  However, as differences were expected in movement characteristics that 

determine technique and coordination, additional technical training interventions should be 

considered.  To my best knowledge, sex-specific technical training to increase spike jump 

height is not well established in the current literature and volleyball practice.  To develop 

training measures that induce technical and coordinative adaptations, it is important to 

understand the following about motor control and motor learning. 

Motor learning can be simplified as a model of three stages (Baumann & Reim, 1994).  

Each of the stages represents signal processing and movement regulation in different neuronal 

areas on the basis of external and internal feedback stimuli, comparably displayed in the 

Closed-Loop theory (Adams, 1976). 

During the first stage, the movement is mainly performed at conscious levels.  

The motor cortex in the central nervous system sends signals to the effector organs; 

there is limited internal feedback.  Feedback consists of comments from the coach and 

the athlete’s observation of success and failure. 

At the second stage, unconscious processes in sub-cortical areas contribute to 

movement regulation by providing internal information (e.g. from kinesthetic 

receptors).  This information relieves conscious processes that can now focus on 

specific elements of the movement. 

Lastly, spinal and supra-spinal areas of the nervous system begin to take over 

the unconscious regulation of posture and muscle tone and allow for reactive 

mechanisms. 

Over the span of the learning progress from beginner to expert, these three stages are 

not involved simultaneously from the beginning but are more strongly engaged one after 

another.  With increasing skill, more internal feedback is involved in the learning process and 

movement regulation.  Important internal feedback can be summarized as kinesthetic signals 

(e.g. from muscles), the sense of balance and spatial orientation (vestibular system), and 

tactile information (skin).  External plus internal feedback describes the athlete’s current 

performance. 
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In traditional motor learning approaches, an ideal model (external instruction) is 

presented to the athlete who attempts to replicate it.  With each repetition, the athlete assesses 

the current performance, compares it with the model, and tries to imitate it.  The basic idea of 

traditional, repetitive motor learning approaches is to reduce the difference between current 

execution and the ideal model (Schöllhorn, Hegen, & Davids, 2012).  Another key 

characteristic of traditional perspectives (e.g. Fitts & Posner, 1967) is the suggested linearity 

between movement and performance variability.  The training goal is the reduction of 

movement variability to achieve reduced performance variability and, hereby, more consistent 

performance.  This seems reasonable during beginner and intermediate stages of learning 

when appropriate ‘coordination’ and ‘control’ (Newell, 1985) are lacking. 

However, Bernstein (1967) showed that a specific movement is never repeated twice 

and movement variability is unavoidable.  The performance outcome may be repeated 

identically but the movement characteristics vary.  Microscopic movement variability is the 

result of unconscious fine regulation of the movement based on internal feedback. It enables 

the athlete to stabilize the movement outcome despite external interference and to exploit the 

unique dynamics of various situations to the own benefit (Bernstein, 1967; Hamill, van 

Emmerik, Heiderscheit, & Li, 1999; van Emmerik & van Wegen, 2000).  This indicates the 

relevance of movement variability in high level performers, which is also supported by 

Wilson, Simpson, van Emmerik, and Hamill (2008).  In fact, variable movement patterns 

were observed in elite athletes (Davids, Glazier, Araujo, & Bartlett, 2003). Moreover, 

Bartlett, Wheat, and Robins (2007) reported increased movement variability in skilled 

players’ distal joints, which are responsible for fine regulation and adaptation to situational 

demands, across sports.  Therefore, variability is essential in motor control (Dhawale, Smith, 

& Ölveczky, 2017) and should be integrated in motor learning strategies, especially at high 

levels and in dynamic and complex situations. 

Consequently, imitating a predefined model under stabile and simplified conditions 

seems to be an outdated strategy to develop highest skills that are transferable to the dynamic 

situations of sports competitions.  An alternative approach is differential training (Schöllhorn 

et al., 2012), which showed superior effects compared with traditional training concepts 

(Römer, Schöllhorn, Jaitner, & Preiss, 2009; Savelsbergh, Kamper, Rabius, De Koning, & 

Schöllhorn, 2010; Schöllhorn et al., 2012).  The basic idea is to increase the variety of 

experiences of the athlete how to solve a specific movement task under various conditions.  

Hereby, conscious processing is not required from the athlete.  Instead, the neuronal system 

interpolates between the numerous experiences automatically.  This leads to unconscious self-
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regulation and adapted movement patterns and supports the identification of individualized 

optimal coordination at microscopic levels.  Therefore, differential training seems to be a 

promising approach to increase technical-coordinative skills at high levels in dynamic 

scenarios. 
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5  Research deficit 

Experimental studies investigating sex differences in sports-specific (particularly 

volleyball) jumping movements are rare (Ziv & Lidor, 2010) and a sufficient amount of 

information and data was not found.  In the few documented cases, the impact of movement 

characteristics on performance was not tested but assessed on a theoretical basis only.  

Previous intervention studies involved traditional strength and power training (Fatouros et al., 

2000), ballistic and plyometric training (Markovic, 2007; Martel, Harmer, Logan, & Parker, 

2005; Newton, Kraemer, & Haekkinen, 1999; Newton, Rogers, Volek, Häkkinen, & Kraemer, 

2006), the application of electro-stimulation (Maffiuletti, Dugnani, Folz, Di, & Mauro, 2002; 

Malatesta, Cattaneo, Dugnani, & Maffiuletti, 2003) but, to my knowledge, never considered 

differential training focused on technique to optimize jump height. 

Table 2.  Studies that investigated sex differences or effects on female volleyball jump 

performance. 

Reference Limitation 

Chen et al. (2011) Kinematics only 

Small sample size (n1=6, n2=6) 

Only conference report available 

Sattler et al. (2015) No collection of arm swing and approach data but, instead, 

comparing jump height with/without arm swing and with/without 

approach (only the resulting jump height was assessed; no insights 

beside difference in height) 

Ikeda et al. (2017) Beside CoM and its deceleration, little insights in technique (mainly 

angular velocities, power, and work investigated) 

Hsieh and 

Christiansen (2010) 

Kinematics only 

Female sample only; assessment of sex difference on the basis of 

comparison with literature using male sample but other methods 

Small sample size (n=10) 

Hsieh and Heise 

(2008) 

Comparing jump height between two skill levels instead of 

investigating relationships (e.g. based on correlation/regressions) 

Only conference report available 
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The existing literature does not display sex differences in spike jump mechanics and 

the effect on female performance sufficiently as previous studies share at least one of the 

following limitations:  They were conducted with critically small sample sizes considering the 

performed statistical analyses; they were published only as conference reports with limited 

information; they collected only kinematic data; they investigated few key variables not 

allowing for insights on the variables’ role and the resultant effect on the movement. 

Another problem is that research in volleyball, like in other sports, was mostly 

implemented based on male samples (Forthomme et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 2009).  

Performance factors in females were investigated marginally.  The assumption that females 

and males share the same ideal movement characteristics and determinants is widely spread in 

the scientific and coaching community.  For example, in the assessment of female 

performance, Hsieh and Heise (2008) referred multiple times to findings based on a male 

sample (Lees et al., 2004), building their interpretation on specific percentage values observed 

in males.  However, there is no confirmation at this stage.  This means that, in fact, it is 

unclear which characteristics a technical training intervention in females should aim for.  In 

practice, females train in similar fashions compared with males (accounting for differences in 

strength and power) and aim to achieve the same movement patterns, which may not be the 

ideal technique. 

Knowledge of performance factors is the most fundamental prerequisite to develop 

specific training measures but is lacking in females.  Especially traditional training 

approaches build on the knowledge of optimal movement patterns and performance 

determinants.  Only then, an ideal model of the target movement can be derived, described, 

and imitated by the athlete.  Differential training does not rely on a strict, predefined model 

for replication.  However, such training approach was never investigated in high level female 

volleyball spike jumping and is lacking in the sports literature. 

Therefore, the investigation of sex differences in movement characteristics and the 

influence on performance would fill the lack in the current state of research.  This allows the 

development and testing of a sex-specific training intervention in a context that was never 

reported in the literature to this point. 
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6  Aim of the thesis 

The first aim of this doctoral thesis is to analyze kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular 

characteristics of females and males in volleyball spike jumping to holistically comprehend 

the differences between sexes. 

The second aim is to investigate the influence of movement characteristics on female 

performance and to identify performance determinants. 

The third aim is 1) to develop and implement a specific training intervention for 

female volleyball players and 2) to assess its effects on movement characteristics and 

performance.  The goal of such intervention is to increase jump performance thanks to the 

enhancement of technical movement criteria. 
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Abstract 

Purpose:  The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of in-season 

Differential Training on volleyball spike jump technique and performance in elite-level 

females. 

Methods:  During the season, spike jumps of 12 elite female players (Austrian 

Volleyball League Women) were recorded by 13 Qualisys Oqus cameras (250 Hz) and an 

AMTI force plate (2000 Hz).  A first measurement was conducted at the beginning of the 

investigation.  Two identical measurements were repeated after a first and a second interval.  

The first interval served as control phase.  The second was comparable in length and regular 

program but included Differential Training (6 weeks, 8 sessions of 15-20 min) as a modified 

warm-up.  It addressed specific performance determinants.  Analyses of variances were 

calculated for the three measurements and for the development during control and 

intervention phase. 

Results:  Initial jump height (0.44±0.09 m) changed by -4.5% during control phase and 

+11.9% during intervention (P<.001, pη²=.70).  All approach variables, arm backswing, and 

velocity conversion strategy improved compared to control phase (∆%: 6.1-51.2%, P<.05, 

pη²: .40-.80).  Joint angles, countermovement depth, maximal angular velocities and torso 

incline were not affected (∆%: -2.9-9.1%, P: .066-.969, pη²: .00-.27). 

Conclusions:  In-season Differential Training led to technical adaptations and 

increased spike jump height in elite females.  The Differential Training program allowed 

players to experience a range of adaptability and to adjust toward an individual optimum in 

technical components of performance determinants.  Coaches are encouraged to apply 

technical Differential Training to elite athletes and to target specifically biomechanical 

performance factors. 

Keywords:  Kinematics, in-season intervention, individual optimization, coordination, 

movement variability  
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Introduction 

Volleyball is played competitively by both sexes; however, the number of active 

participants is higher in females compared to males.  For example, 88% of all volleyball 

competitors in US high schools are reported to be females1. 

A fundamental performance criterion in volleyball is jump height.  It correlates well 

with overall competition level2 and is a main target in volleyball training3.  This is especially 

important for the spike jump as increased jump height allows more options for various actions 

and increases the effective court size for the strike.  The spike jump is the most frequently 

used attack and is considered decisive for winning matches4. 

The spike jump is a technically complex movement, characterized by a horizontal 

approach, asymmetric leg placement, conversion of horizontal-to-vertical velocity, counter 

movement, and arm swing5,6.  However, the role of these characteristics must be addressed 

carefully depending on the target group because of sex-specific differences7.  Differences 

between sexes occur in approach speed and orientation step length, strategy to transfer 

approach velocity via plant angle and horizontal ground reaction forces on the side of the 

striking arm, vertical center of mass (CoM) displacement, minimal knee and hip angles, 

maximal torso incline, maximal backswing of the arms and angular shoulder velocities7.  

Moreover, all these characteristics affect jump performance.  In fact, a multitude of these 

variables correlate with jump height, specifically in female players8,9. 

A technique optimizing training approach may be a favorable option when executing 

complex movements such as the spike jump, especially in female athletes due to technical 

deficits7 in performance determinants8.  Traditional approaches are described10 to provide 

models of movements that the athletes attempt to replicate.  Based on external feedback, 

input, and corrections by the coach, the athlete repeats movements.  With each repetition, the 

athlete attempts to reduce the differences in movement characteristics between the performed 

movement and the proposed or ideal model.  Thus, an athlete attempts to emulate and achieve 

a predefined model.  Consequently, such approaches allow to learn and to perform predefined 

patterns that work in stable conditions.  However, predefined models do not consider the 

individuality of an athlete and are less adaptive to dynamic situations.  Therefore, the 

traditional approach has limitations when aiming for the acquisition of individual and optimal 

patterns in dynamic conditions.  An effective method that may enhance traditional learning 

approach to optimize technique may be Differential Training.  It was described by Schöllhorn 
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et al.10 and is based on the fact that a movement is never repeated identically11.  The 

individuality of optimal movement patterns also increases with the technical complexity (e.g. 

number of involved, well coordinated joints) of the task12.  Consequently, Differential 

Training seems suitable to optimize complex movements in dynamic environments such as 

the volleyball spike jump through individual adaptations. 

Previous investigations corroborated positive effects of Differential Training in game 

sports specific skills and general performance (e.g. vertical jumps) after 4-10 weeks, 2 

sessions per week, and 15-25 min per session10,13.  In contrast to a traditional approach, the 

fundamentals of Differential Training are 1) not to instruct a predefined ideal pattern of the 

movement, 2) not to repeat such predefined pattern multiple times with the goal to imitate it, 

and instead 3) to deliver types and ranges of movement variability that are adapted 

accordingly to the skill level of the athletes (e.g. lower skill level requires geometric rather 

than rhythmic variations and larger range of variability due to the reduced ability to access 

certain dimensions of the movement and to distinguish subtle body sensations, respectively). 

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of a Differential Training 

based intervention on movement characteristics and performance in female volleyball spike 

jump. We hypothesized that female volleyball players would show beneficial adaptations in 

spike jump technique and jump height after a 6-weeks technique oriented Differential 

Training. 

 

Methods 

Participants 

A female volleyball team (n=12) competing in the Europa Cup and the highest 

division in Austria (Austrian Volleyball League Women) participated in this study (age: 

22.8±3.7 years; body height: 1.78±0.09 m; body mass: 69.9±9.4 kg; positions: 2 setters, 2 

libera, 2 blockers, 5 universals, 1 diagonal).  For all players, the spike-striking arm defined the 

dominant side.  The institutional research ethics committee of the University of Salzburg 

approved the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.  All players signed an 

informed consent before the data collection and declared to be free of injuries. 

Study design 
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The study was conducted during the first half of the competitive season.  The 

development of jump performance when regular training is implemented during this period is 

well documented14.  Three identical testing sessions were conducted at the start of the season, 

after 6.5 weeks, and again after 12.5 weeks.  Throughout the data collection, there were no 

differences in regular training scheme between the two intervals.  Moreover, both intervals 

were comparable in training (first interval: 8.8±0.3 hours per week, second interval: 7.7±0.2 

hours per week) and competition (1 international and 7 national matches per interval) loads.  

The first 6.5 weeks of measurement served as control phase.  A Differential Training 

intervention was implemented with no changes during the subsequent 6 weeks.  This design 

allowed assessing the effect of the intervention program by comparing the developments 

during intervention and control phase.  The same design has been used previously14.  Due to 

ethical reasons and the limited number of available elite-level female volleyball players, a 

control group was logistically not feasible14. 

Training intervention 

Eight sessions of Differential Training with focus on technique (15-20 minutes with at 

least 48 hours between sessions) were integrated into the regular volleyball training as 

modified warm-up.  Each of the first five sessions targeted one of five specific performance 

determinants (i.e. arm swing, upper body usage, countermovement, approach, asymmetric leg 

functionality).  The final three sessions combined the specific characteristics into complex 

movements and finally into the complete spike jump movement.  In accordance with the 

principles of Differential Training, the athletes did not repeat movements in an attempt to 

follow a specific pattern.  Instead, they were instructed to perform multiple variations to 

identify the individual optimal pattern.  The variations are summarized in Table 1.  Three 

systematic and replicable sequences were applied for the implementation of the variations, 

namely 1) alternating sequences:  The movement was first implemented in an extremely 

detrimental fashion (e.g. too large joint angle) and then in the other detrimental extreme (e.g. 

too small joint angle).  After such pair of extremes, the movement was implemented two more 

times in less detrimental fashions.  This procedure was repeated several times, approaching 

toward an individual optimum that was found in between both extremes);  2) sequential 

sequences:  After performing the movement once in an extremely detrimental fashion (e.g. 

too large joint angle), it was executed several times, each time in less detrimental fashion (e.g. 

decreasing joint angle) and hereby approaching towards an individual optimum;  3) 

experimental sequences:  The participants performed several individual attempts to recall the 
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previously experienced individual optimum.  The instructions for the participants did not 

explain this methodology but instead defined the movement execution for the upcoming 

sequence.  The instructions were given before each new sequence.  The number of executions 

per sequence was chosen by each participant individually until the individual optimum was 

found.  During all tasks, players aimed to jump as high as possible and experience their 

sensations and the effect of each variation on the performance.  Before the first training 

session, the athletes were informed of 1) the principles of Differential Training, 2) that some 

of the instructions will intentionally be detrimental for jump height, and 3) the success of the 

intervention does not depend on the jump performance during the single trials but on the strict 

implementation of instructions although they may create detrimental conditions and feel 

flawed. 

*** Insert Table 1 about here ***  

Data collection and processing 

Each of the three measurement sessions followed the same procedure.  The players 

performed multiple general countermovement jumps and spike jumps with increasing 

intensity for specific warm-up.  These also served for familiarization with laboratory 

conditions.  The athletes self-selected an optimal approach distance and angle between 

approach and spiking direction.  Subsequently, they performed 5 spike jumps as high as 

possible, contacting a force plate on the ground with only the dominant leg and imitating an 

arm strike.  In case of incorrect feet positioning, trials were repeated.  Voluntary breaks 

between trials were allowed to prevent fatigue. 

A Cleveland Clinic Marker set (Motion Analyses Corp, Santa Rosa, USA) of 51 

reflective markers including lower limb clusters15 was captured by 13 Oqus cameras 

(Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) at a measure frequency of 250 Hz.  In agreement with 

the specifications for the Cleveland Clinical Marker set, segments were defined on the basis 

of proximal and distal joint centers.  Data were managed in Qualisys Track Manager 

(Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden).  Filtering16 and all further analyses were performed via 

Visual3D software (C-Motion, Inc., Rockville, MD, USA).  Visual3D calculates the CoM via 

segment positions and regression equations17.  The sagittal change of angle between adjacent 

segments presents the extension in knees, hips, and shoulders (knee: shank-thigh, hip: thigh-

torso, shoulder: upper arm-torso). 
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A force plate (120x60 cm; AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) recorded ground reaction 

forces of the dominant leg at 2000 Hz.  Data were filtered at 50 Hz by a fourth-order low-pass 

Butterworth and normalized to body weight. 

Definitions and variables 

The difference between the lowest CoM position and CoM position in still stance 

determined lowering of CoM, normalized to CoM position in still stance.  Minimal joint 

angles (for knees and hips) and maximal angular velocities (for shoulders) were computed.  

Extension (for knees and hips) and flexion (for shoulders) defined positive values.  All other 

variables are shown in Figure 1. 

*** Insert Figure 1 about here *** 

Statistical Analyses 

PASW Statistics 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and Office Excel 2007 

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for statistical analyses.  Normal 

distribution was assessed via Shapiro-Wilk test, skewness, and kurtosis.  Values are mean ± 

standard deviation with 95% confidence intervals. 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was calculated for differences 

between the three measurements (1 factor, 3 levels) and for the differences between 

percentage changes during the two phases (1 factor, 2 levels). For post hoc pair-wise 

comparison, Bonferroni correction was performed accounting for the number of analyses of 

interest. 

The significance level was set a priori at α<.05.  Statistical power was presented as 1-β 

and effect size as partial eta square (pη²).  Effects were defined as small, medium, and large if 

pη² exceeded the thresholds of .10, .25, and .40, respectively18. 

 

Results 

The players participated in 90% of all intervention sessions.  One player missed three 

sessions, another player missed two, and five players missed one.  All players completed all 

measurements.  During the investigation, one injury (ankle sprain) was reported.  The injury 

happened one week before the second measurement.  The player recovered and completed the 

measurement. 
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ANOVA results for differences across the three measurements are presented in Table 

2.  Pair-wise comparisons revealed 2 (control phase) and 9 (intervention phase) significant 

differences out of 15 tests.  Every single athlete increased performance during the intervention 

phase. 

*** Insert Table 2 about here *** 

ANOVA results for differences between the changes during control and intervention 

phase are included in Figure 2. 

*** Insert Figure 2 about here *** 

 

Discussion 

Most players had no previous experience with Differential Training and reported 

positive feedback after the intervention.  They were motivated and strictly followed the 

instructions, also in movement variations that felt erroneous and detrimental for performance.  

We consider the a priori information regarding the concept of the training program important.  

These allowed the athletes to understand and commit to the implementation of instructions 

that may not have been in agreement with their idea of the targeted movement.  We observed 

no hesitation in performing detrimental variations and no distractive competition between 

players.  This provided great value to experience a range of variations and to process the 

sensations individually.  After the intervention, players reported during informal, verbal 

exchange that they felt more capable to engage beneficial movement characteristics and to 

compensate unavoidable and negative conditions more effectively and naturally. 

The objective of the study was to reduce the known decline in jump performance 

during the volleyball season and to improve performance.  During the control phase of regular 

training, jump height tended to decrease by 4.5% (P=.094).  In comparison, a previous 

investigation reported a higher and,significant decline by 5.4% for the same seasonal period14.  

However, this may be partially explained by the difference in work load between the samples 

of the current and previous14 study.  Work load and insufficient recovery (3 matches per 

week) were described as main reasons for the reduction in performance during the season14.  

In the current study, the team competed in only 1-2 matches per week.  Accounting for the 

physical demands, the trend observed in the current study is in agreement with previous 

findings14. 
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During the intervention phase, jump height increased by 11.9% and large effect sizes 

were observed for differences over the three measurements and for the comparison of 

developments during both phases.  Four items should be considered when assessing the 

magnitude and practical relevance of this change:  1) Without intervention, a loss in 

performance during this period is to be expected and has been reported for the control phase 

and in the literature14;  2) jump height after the intervention was 6.4% higher than in the 

beginning of the season when the performance is supposed to be optimal as result of the pre-

season;  3) several previously conducted interventions yielded increases in jump height by 

5.4-11.6% during pre-season (12-36 sessions)19-22 and by 3.9-5.4% during the season (8-24 

sessions)14,23;  and 4) the current positive effect was achieved within 8 sessions, 15-20 min 

each, integrated into the regular training as modified part of the warm-up, by a program that 

represents low work load and does not require any compromises in regular volleyball or 

strength training.  The current intervention program required approximately 140 min of 

intervention training in total, compared to 540-3840 min in previous investigations19,21,23.  

These 140 min of intervention were included in the warm-up and did not add extra training 

minutes.  Other studies did not report the length of the sessions14,22 or the intervention did not 

include additional training but an adaption of regular training (e.g. application of 

electromyostimulation during the regular strength training)20.  Because of increased work load 

and reduced recovery times during the competitive season, in-season interventions that 

involve no or low additional work load and impact on regular training are preferred.  

All variables reflecting the approach, asymmetric leg activity in velocity conversion, 

and arm backswing improved greatly in both discrepancy of percentage changes (6.1-51.2%) 

and large effect sizes (pη²: .40-.80) in the phase comparison.  Lowering CoM was not 

significant (P=.08) and no differences were found for minimal hip and knee angles, maximal 

torso incline, and maximal angular shoulder velocities.  These results indicate positive effects 

of the intervention on the technical implementation of the volleyball spike jump.  However, 

the effects are restricted to specific characteristics.  The intervention clearly and remarkably 

resulted in positive adaptations in the backswing of arms, approach speed, and capacity to 

transfer horizontal velocity of the dominant leg (larger orientation step, smaller plant angle, 

and greater maximal horizontal ground reaction force).  These contributed to the height of the 

volleyball spike jump5,8.  Therefore, the increase in jump height was positively affected by the 

adaptations in approach speed, arm backswing, and conversion strategy.  The lack of effect in 

countermovement, torso incline, and arm swing velocity may be the result of the relationship 
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of these criteria with strength abilities24.  The intervention did not target strength abilities; it 

predominantly focused on technique.  Thus, we cannot expect strength abilities to be affected 

by the intervention.  The adaptation of muscular capacity utilizing these criteria may have 

been limited. 

Muscular training for the lower limbs is common practice to improve jump height3 and 

volleyball clubs at elite-level generally utilize specific conditioning programs.  A strength of 

the current technical training program is that it does not add to physiological load and can be 

implemented in addition to regular volleyball and conditioning training.  This intervention did 

not require additional training time but was implemented as modified part of the warm-up 

within the volleyball training. 

Another reason for the success of this program may be the specificity of variations.  

Previous Differential Training programs included variations in a comparably wide range of 

characteristics that were not closely related to performance determinants (e.g. turning the head 

during kicking a ball)10,13,25.  In the current program, the targeted characteristics were strictly 

derived from performance determinants on the basis of previous findings5,8,9,26.  Schöllhorn, 

Hurth, Kortmann, and Müller27 attempted to identify biomechanical variables that explain the 

performance with the goal to address them in Differential Training.  This suggests that the 

focus on performance determinants is in agreement with the concept of Differential Training 

and may increase its effectiveness.  It is important to understand that the current program did 

not predefine the optimal pattern but allowed the athletes to experience variability specifically 

in relevant movement characteristics.  While focusing on these characteristics, the program 

facilitated self-regulation11 and individual optimization10. 

This type of approach and methodology leads to a challenge for coaches.  Coaches that 

apply these types of Differential Training require a certain biomechanical understanding of 

the target movement and precise knowledge of the most relevant characteristics to be directed.  

Variations that target a wide range of characteristics can be presumed to also have positive 

effects as it has been reported in other sports10,13,25.  However, we cannot assess whether the 

magnitude of effects by such programs would be comparable with the current results.  

Another challenge is to adapt the range of variability28 and training time spent on single 

characteristics accordingly to the athletes’ skill and progress during the training sessions.  In 

this intervention, the range of variability was broadened when athletes showed difficulties to 

distinguish the differences.  More variations related to a specific movement characteristic 

were added when athletes showed continuous progress at the scheduled end of a block of 
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variations.  The focus of variations was shifted to another movement characteristic when the 

athletes approached stagnation and lacked progress in the current characteristic.  This was 

detected when the athletes started to be unable to execute the differences of variation 

characteristics and instead repeated the same pattern. 

 

Practical Applications 

Eight sessions of short Differential Training10 positively affected volleyball spike 

jump technique and performance in elite-level female players during the competitive season.  

It appeared reasonable to define movement variations especially for biomechanical 

characteristics that determine the performance of the movement (e.g. approach, asymmetric 

leg functionality, and arm swing in the spike jump).  Introducing the basic idea of Differential 

Training to the athletes may support the motivation to implement movement variations that 

may feel flawed.  It is suggested that experiencing a range of movement variability facilitates 

self-regulation processes that initiate adjustments towards an individual optimum10.  The 

current study investigated volleyball spike jump performance of elite-level female players.  

However, previously reported effects of Differential Training in males, various sports, age, 

and skill levels10,13,25,29 indicate the transferability of the findings. 

A limitation of this study may be the control phase instead of a control group. This 

was unavoidable due to ethical and logistical reasons and the limited accessibility to elite-

level female players.  First, the control and intervention phases took place during a period of 

the competitive season with no major changes in work loads and with no interruptions.  There 

were also no systematic differences in the regular training between both phases.  Second, the 

current study very closely adopted the design and schedule of a previous investigation that 

overcame the same challenge14.  Previous investigation14 reported the development of spike 

jump performance without intervention for the identical period of the season as in the current 

study.  Accounting for the number of weekly matches, the agreement of both studies in the 

development of jump performance without intervention suggests the control phase during this 

period to be a reasonably reliable reference. 

 

Conclusions 

This study applied an in-season Differential Training intervention that led to technical 

adaptations and increased performance in the volleyball spike jump of elite-level female 
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players.  The players experienced increased movement variability during the intervention that 

allowed adjustments towards an individual optimum.  Jump height improved by 11.9%.  

Differences in approach velocity, arm swing, and asymmetric leg functionality in velocity 

conversion showed that technique-related movement characteristics can be enhanced at high 

levels within a short intervention period.  Adaptations in the countermovement and minimal 

joint angles may not be improved if muscular abilities cannot generate the required power.  

We conclude that the current program was a practical and effective measure to improve 

volleyball spike jump technique and performance in females during the competitive season. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1.  Volleyball spike jump from approach to take-off, including variables and 

definitions. 

Note:  CoM=center of mass; v=velocity; CoM_Z=vertical displacement of center of 

mass; g=gravitational constant. 

 

Figure 2.  Change of all investigated variables during control and intervention phase 

expressed in percentage, including statistical results for differences between phases. 

Note:  A positive change in plant angle is defined as beneficial for velocity conversion 

(i.e. decreased plant angle); Max.=maximal; Min.=minimal; D=dominant; ND=non-dominant; 

CoM=center of mass; velocity°=angular velocity; *=(P=.020); **=(P=.002); ***=(P<.001). 
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Tables 

 

Table 1.  Movement characteristics and classification of variations applied in the current Differential Training program.  CoM=Center of mass. 

Arm swing * Upper body usage * Countermovement # Approach ‡ Asymmetric leg functionality # 

Maximal arm-to-vertical 

angle during backswing 

• Large 

• Small 

Final position of the arms 

• 45° in front of torso 

• 90° in front of torso 

• 135° in front of torso 

Velocity 

• Fast 

• Slow 

De-acceleration in the end 

• Late and great 

• Early and low 

Initial position of the torso 

• Low 

• High 

Final position of the torso 

• Forward lean 

• Straight 

• Backwards lean 

Velocity 

• Fast 

• Slow 

De-acceleration in the end 

• Late and great 

• Early and low 

Depth 

• Low 

• High 

Speed 

• Fast 

• Slow 

Initial height of CoM 

• Low 

• High 

Transition from counter-

movement to push-off 

• Pause 

• Smooth 

• Rushed 

Speed 

• Fast 

• Slow 

Step length 

• Short 

• Large 

Vertical CoM movement 

• Downwards 

• Horizontal 

• Upwards-

downwards 

(=hopping) 

 

Weight distribution... 

...during countermovement 

• Rear leg 

• Front leg 

...during upwards acceleration 

• Rear leg 

• Front leg 

Stopping horizontal velocity 

• Rear leg 

• Front leg 

 

 

Note:  During the first five sessions addressing one of the five determinants specifically, variations were performed as follows:  *=no approach 

and no jump, then no approach but jump, then approach and jump;  #=no approach but jump, then approach and jump;  ‡=approach but no jump, 

then approach and jump.  During the final three sessions, the single determinants were combined and always performed with approach and jump. 
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Table 1. Means ± standard deviations (SD), 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), and results of ANOVA with repeated measures. 

Variable 
Mean ± SD 

P pη² 1-β 
95% CI Lower Bound – 95% CI Upper Bound 

  Control phase     Intervention phase     

 Start End   /  Start End    

Jump height [m] 
0.44 ± 0.09 

 
0.42 ± 0.08 

* 
0.47 ± 0.08 

<.001 .57 1 
0.38 – 0.50 0.36 – 0.47 0.42 – 0.52 

               

Approach speed [m·s-1] 
2.49 ± 0.24 

 
2.48 ± 0.19 

* 
2.98 ± 0.21 

<.001 .82 1 
2.34 – 2.65 2.36 – 2.59 2.85 – 3.12 

               

Orientation step length 

[m] 

1.06 ± 0.14 
 

1.05 ± 0.12 
* 

1.26 ± 0.11 
<.001 .69 1 

0.97 – 1.15 0.97 – 1.13 1.19 – 1.33 

               

Plant angle [°] 
75 ± 5 

 
76 ± 5 

* 
69 ± 3 

<.001 .72 1 
71 – 78 72 – 79 67 – 71 

               

Max. horizontal force 

[N·kg-1] 

5.54 ± 2.88 
 

5.45 ± 1.31 
* 

8.15 ± 2.09 
<.001 .60 1 

3.70 – 7.37 4.61 – 6.28 6.82 – 9.48 

               

Lowering CoM [%] 
22 ± 4 

 
22 ± 5 

(*) 
24 ± 5 

.017 .31 .75 
20 – 25 19 – 25 21 – 28 

               

Min. ND knee angle [°] 
112 ± 5 

 
111 ± 6 

 
113 ± 6 

.259 .12 .27 
109 – 115 107 – 114 109 – 116 

               

Min. D knee angle [°] 
96 ± 7 

 
93 ± 6 

 
90 ± 6 

.003 .41 .92 
91 – 100 89 – 97 87 – 94 

               

Min. ND hip angle [°] 
113 ± 8 

 
109 ± 9 

 
110 ± 8 

.262 .12 .27 
108 – 118 103 – 115 105 – 115 
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Min. D hip angle [°] 
105 ± 8 

 
103 ± 8 

* 
98 ± 7 

<.001 .50 .98 
99 – 110 98 – 109 94 – 103 

               

Max. torso incline [°] 
37 ± 7 

# 
39 ± 8 

 
41 ± 8 

.007 .37 .85 
32 – 42 34 – 44 36 – 46 

               

ND arm backswing [°] 
116 ± 9 

 
114 ± 9 

* 
119 ± 7 

.014 .32 .77 
111 – 122 108 – 119 114 – 124 

               

D arm backswing [°] 
118 ± 10 

# 
116 ± 10 

* 
123 ± 7 

.001 .59 .98 
111 – 124 110 – 122 118 – 127 

               

Max. angular ND shoulder 

flexion velocity [°·s-1] 

905 ± 94 
 

913 ± 73 
 

905 ± 64 
.933 .01 .01 

846 – 965 867 – 959 864 – 946 

               

Max. angular D shoulder 

flexion velocity [°·s-1] 

880 ± 113 
 

898 ± 96 
 

936 ± 106 
.020 .30 .73 

808 – 952 837 – 959 869 – 1003 

Note: Start=Start of the investigation period; Mid=End of control phase and beginning of intervention; End=End of the intervention; 

D=Dominant; ND=Non-dominant; Min.=Minimal; Max.=Maximal; #=Significant (P<.05) difference between start and mid of the period; 

*=Significant (P<.05) difference between mid and end of the period; * and # are in brackets if the difference is not significant (P<.05) after 

Bonferroni correction. 
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7  Summary and perspectives 

The objective of this doctoral thesis was to investigate sex differences in movement 

characteristics of volleyball spike jumps, to identify female performance determinants, and to 

assess the efficacy of a technical-oriented training intervention specifically for females. 

 

Spike jump biomechanics in male versus female elite volleyball players 

Holistic approaches of data collection and assessment are important to improve the 

knowledge of technical complex movements.  Thanks to kinematic, kinetic, and 

neuromuscular data, this study provided valuable insights in the volleyball spike jump.  Sex 

differences in jump height, movement characteristics (e.g. approach speed, arm swing, 

countermovement) and muscular coordination were revealed.  Moreover, the correlation 

between secondary variables that define the technical implementation of the movement was 

assessed.  This contributed to the understanding of the role of specific technical characteristics 

(e.g. the importance of plant angle for approach speed and velocity conversion).  Such 

information can be valuable for training strategies that aim for adaptations in technique. 

 

Movement characteristics of volleyball spike jump performance in females 

Previous research on performance determinants in the volleyball spike jump were 

mainly implemented in male players and sex differences were revealed in the first 

investigation of this thesis.  The second study analyzed the relationship between movement 

characteristics and spike jump performance (i.e. jump height and ball velocity) in female 

players.  For jump height, correlation and regression results underlined the importance of a 

dynamic approach, velocity conversion and arm swing to upwards acceleration during push-

off and to increase angular maximal velocities of the lower limbs.  Therefore, these criteria 

represented key factors for practical training in female players.  For spike velocity, maximal 

angular velocities in the upper body tended to be influential.  However, the individually 

preferred striking technique (i.e. elevation style versus backswing style) should be taken into 

account, especially when assessing the importance of maximal angular velocity in internal 

shoulder rotation. 
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The effect of Differential Training on female volleyball spike jump technique and 

performance 

The third study showed remarkable positive effects on performance and technique in 

elite female players after a 6-week differential training during the competitive season.  This 

was shown by increased jump height (+16.6% compared with control phase) and adaptations 

in several movement characteristics (e.g. approach speed, arm swing, velocity conversion 

strategy).  All of the technical characteristics were previously found to determine female spike 

jump performance.  The differential training program focused specifically on technical-

coordinative performance determinants and added minimal physiological loads to the athletes’ 

regular training schedule.  Therefore, such type of differential training can be suggested to 

enhance spike jump performance in high level female players. 

 

Overall, the combined outcomes of these dissertation studies corroborated that 

identical movement patterns between females and males cannot be presumed.  Sex-specific 

characteristics in technical complex movements should be considered in scientific research 

and practical training.  Consequently, performance determinants must be investigated 

specifically for sexes.  Then, sex-specific training measures can be developed that focus on 

specific performance determinants.  Such training programs are effective and can improve 

high level performance remarkably. 

More detailed recommendations can be found in the articles’ conclusions section. 
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8  Tables 

3  Sex differences in performance and technique 

Table 1.  Examples for differences in characteristics during basic movements between sexes.
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